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What is the Path of Distinction in Research?
o

The Path of Distinction in Research is designed to recognize students who
go beyond the required curriculum to gain research skills and build a research
portfolio that contributes to the advancement of science and the practice of
medicine.

o

PODR confers distinction in research upon graduation to students in the MD
curriculum who conduct mentored research during medical school and meet
program standards for achievement in research scholarship.

o

Oversight is provided by the Student Research Committee.

o

PODR is the successor of Research Honors.
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PODR Timeline
M1

M2

M3
•

• Familiarize yourself with the PODR requirements.
• Start planning your research experiences in medical
school that will help you meet all PODR requirements.
• Identify a research mentor and project.
• Create an application in Survey Monkey Apply and start
logging your progress towards completing the
requirements.
• You do not need to officially submit your application
yet.

•

M4
Continue making progress towards completing all
requirements.
Two opportunities to officially apply for PODR:
• Early Review: We will review your application early if
you have met all requirements and submit a complete
application by July 1 of the summer between M3 and
M4. If approved, you can list the PODR acceptance on
your residency applications. If not approved, you will
be deferred to regular review.
• Regular Review: Fall of M4 is the last opportunity to
officially submit your application for PODR. By March 1
of M4, your application needs to be finalized with
documented completion of all requirements in order to
graduate with PODR.

o
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Program Requirements
1. Apply by the appropriate deadline (Early Review or

Regular Review)
2. Good student standing
3. Minimum of 16 weeks of research conducted under
mentorship of UW faculty member or approved external
mentor during medical school






Summer (Shapiro, etc.) + for-credit research elective in Phase 2 or 3;
Year-long fellowship;
Documented research time outside of formal experiences;
Work does not have to be paid to qualify;
Different projects with different mentors are acceptable.

Program Requirements
4. Completion of at least 7 one-hour learning activities to enhance
research skills








Research Methods/Study Design
Sampling and Biostatistics
Human Subjects
Bioethics/ Responsible Conduct of Research
Scientific Writing- Abstracts, Scientific Writing- Manuscripts
Presentation Skills
Optional: Research Career Development and Grant Writing

Attendance at Surgery, Shapiro, or SSRCA seminars meet some
requirements. Many online options meet the requirements (e.g., NIH, SMPH
Video Library archived lectures). Examples are included in the application
portal.

Program Requirements
5. Engage in at least six additional research activities:
•
•
•

Leadership of a journal club discussion;
Presentation of work to department or division;
Attendance at Grand Rounds

6. Author one or more manuscripts or produce a scholarly thesis
•

•

At least one manuscript that is published, in preparation, submitted, under review,
or submission of a scholarly thesis. First author manuscripts are encouraged but
not required.
Manuscripts should:
•
•
•

test hypothesis or examine research question (case studies, review articles
generally not accepted as primary product);
reflect substantial independent effort of student;
ideally, demonstrate range of involvement in all stages of the research process

Program Requirements
7. Present research at local forum or professional meeting AND
regional or national meeting
• Use SurveyMonkey to apply for travel support funds ($500 limit)

8. Satisfactory evaluation of the student’s work by the research
mentor.
9. Satisfactory evaluation of student’s ethical and professional
behavior by the Dean of Students Office.
10. Approval of the student’s PODR work by the Student Research
Committee, with recommendation to award PODR at graduation.
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Next Steps


Create an application at the online application portal:
https://medwisc.smapply.io/prog/PODR/


Application is open, portfolio style, during Phase 1 and Phase 2. Keep updating it with
new information!



Document your research activities



Plan ahead for research elective time in Phases 2 and 3



Plan to present at a national conference
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Frequently Asked Questions
When will I get accepted?
 Early Review applications are
reviewed and notified in July (in
time to use on residency
applications)
 Regular Review applications are
reviewed in Fall, with notifications
in March

M3
•
•

M4
Continue making progress towards completing all
requirements.
Two opportunities to officially apply for PODR:
• Early Review: We will review your application
early if you have met all requirements and
submit a complete application by July 1 of the
summer between M3 and M4. If approved,
you can list the PODR acceptance on your
residency applications. If not approved, you
will be deferred to regular review.
• Regular Review: Fall of M4 is the last
opportunity to officially submit your
application for PODR. By March 1 of M4, your
application needs to be finalized with
documented completion of all requirements
in order to graduate with PODR.

Frequently Asked Questions
• What kinds of research topics are acceptable?
PODR projects can be in any area of basic science, clinical, translational, health
services, global health, ethics, or population health research.
• Can I use research from 2 different labs?
Yes
• What if my paper isn’t published?
The Student Research Committee evaluates manuscripts on a case-by-case basis.
• I am missing one requirement
Reach out to Dr. Tsenkova
• Where can I find PODR info?

https://medwisc.smapply.io/prog/PODR/
• Is there a GPA/academic standing requirement?
No

